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Breast tomosynthesis (BT) is an X-ray imaging technique recently introduced as an alternative or complement to standard digital mammography (DM) in breast imaging and breast cancer screening. In BT, a set of projection images is acquired over a limited angular range and reconstructed into a volume of slice images. The method includes many possible combinations of acquisition parameters that have to be optimized for best possible clinical performance and outcome. The visibility of breast cancer lesions is important in this context. Compared to DM images, the reconstructed BT volume provides additional information on depth, reducing the superposition of breast tissue, which may hide true lesions or appear as false positive findings. Thus, the BT volume also contains information about the distribution of dense tissue within the breast, which is of interest when estimating the radiation dose from DM and BT exposure.

In this thesis, a simulation procedure was developed for the optimization of image acquisition and estimation of individual glandular dose in BT. The procedure was shown to be useful in generating BT images with realistic sharpness, though with higher image noise and contrast than experimentally acquired images (Paper I). The procedure was used to investigate the influence of angular range, distribution of projection images, and dose distribution on simulated microcalcifications in reconstructed BT volumes. Image acquisitions with very high central dose yielded significantly lower visibility than acquisitions with more uniform dose distributions, and the depth resolution increased with wider angular range (Paper II).

A method for localizing dense tissue from reconstructed BT volumes was verified using the simulation procedure (Paper III). A prototype software program was used for automatic and objective estimation of breast density in BT, with similar performance as DM (Paper IV). Using software breast phantoms recreated from reconstructed BT volumes, the glandular dose could be estimated with good overall accuracy for breast phantoms with different amounts and distributions of dense tissue (Paper V).

The developed simulation procedure has been a useful tool for optimizing acquisition parameters and estimating glandular dose in BT. The procedure could potentially be developed for further evaluation of the imaging chain and estimation of individual glandular dose in human cases.
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Abbreviations

2D Two-dimensional
3D Three-dimensional
AEC Automatic exposure control
ASFW Artefact spread function width
BI-RADS Breast Imaging-Reporting and Data System
BT Breast tomosynthesis
CC Craniocaudal
CDF Contrast degradation factor
CT Computed tomography
DM Digital mammography
FBP Filtered back-projection
LM Lateromedial
MGD Mean glandular dose
MLO Mediolateral oblique
MRI Magnetic resonance imaging
NNPS Normalized noise power spectrum
PET Polyethylene terephthalate
PMMA Polymethyl methacrylate
ROI Region of interest
SDNR Signal-difference-to-noise ratio
SRSAR Super-resolution reconstruction with statistical artefact reduction
VBD Volumetric breast density
Abstract

Breast tomosynthesis (BT) is an X-ray imaging technique recently introduced as an alternative or complement to standard digital mammography (DM) in breast imaging and breast cancer screening. In BT, a set of projection images is acquired over a limited angular range and reconstructed into a volume of slice images. The method includes many possible combinations of acquisition parameters that have to be optimized for best possible clinical performance and outcome. The visibility of breast cancer lesions is important in this context. Compared to DM images, the reconstructed BT volume provides additional information on depth, reducing the superposition of breast tissue, which may hide true lesions or appear as false positive findings. Thus, the BT volume also contains information about the distribution of dense tissue within the breast, which is of interest when estimating the radiation dose from DM and BT exposure.

In this thesis, a simulation procedure was developed for the optimization of image acquisition and estimation of individual glandular dose in BT. The procedure was shown to be useful in generating BT images with realistic sharpness, though with higher image noise and contrast than experimentally acquired images (Paper I). The procedure was used to investigate the influence of angular range, distribution of projection images, and dose distribution on simulated microcalcifications in reconstructed BT volumes. Image acquisitions with very high central dose yielded significantly lower visibility than acquisitions with more uniform dose distributions, and the depth resolution increased with wider angular range (Paper II).

A method for localizing dense tissue from reconstructed BT volumes was verified using the simulation procedure (Paper III). A prototype software program was used for automatic and objective estimation of breast density in BT, with similar performance as DM (Paper IV). Using software breast phantoms recreated from reconstructed BT volumes, the glandular dose could be estimated with good overall accuracy for breast phantoms with different amounts and distributions of dense tissue (Paper V).

The developed simulation procedure has been a useful tool for optimizing acquisition parameters and estimating glandular dose in BT. The procedure could potentially be developed for further evaluation of the imaging chain and estimation of individual glandular dose in human cases.
Bröstcancer är den vanligaste typen av cancer bland kvinnor och fler än 8000 fall diagnostiseras varje år i Sverige. För att få en god prognos är det viktigt att upptäcka cancern i ett tidigt stadium så att man kan ställa diagnos och påbörja behandling. Därför erbjuds alla kvinnor mellan 40 och 74 år regelbundna hälsoundersökningar (screening) med mammografi. Vid mammografi används röntgenstrålning med låg energi för att ta detaljrika tvådimensionella bilder av bröstet.

Alla cancera upptäcks inte med mammografi, till stor del på grund av överlagnings av bröstvävnad i bilden vilket kan gömma misstänkta förändringar. Man kan också undersöka brösten med hjälp av ultraljud, datortomografi (CT) eller magnetisk resonanstomografi (MR), men ingen av dessa bildtekniker har kunnat ersätta mammografi i bröstcancerscreening. En metod som däremot kan komma att komplettera eller ersätta mammografi i framtida screening är brösttomosyntes, en 3D-teknik som nyligen introducerades som ett alternativ för bildtagning av bröst. Undersökning med brösttomosyntes sker på liknande sätt som med mammografi med skillnaden att röntgenröret roterar en begränsad vinkel över brösten medan en uppsättning röntgenbilder tas. Dessa bilder används sedan för att skapa en volym av snittbilder. Metoden innebär att det finns flera möjliga kombinationer av insamlingsparametrar som vinkelomfång, antal bilder och dosfördelning. För att uppnå bästa kliniska resultat måste bildinsamlingen optimeras utifrån hur dessa parametrar påverkar bildkvaliteten och synligheten av förändringar.

Genom att få tvärsnittsbilder av brösten kan brösttomosyntes separera strukturer som vid avbildning med mammografi hade överlagrats i mammografibilden. Detta gör det lättare att urskilja små tumörer och mikroförkalkningar, vilka kan vara tidiga tecken på bröstcancer. Bildvolymen innehåller också information om fördelningen av tät bröstvävnad i brösten, vilket är av intresse vid uppskattning av stråldos från mammografi- och brösttomosyntesundersökningar.

I det här avhandlingsarbetet utvecklades en rutin för datorsimulering av bildinsamling och uppskattning av stråldos i brösttomosyntes. Metoden visades vara användbar för att simulera brösttomosyntesbilder med liknande skärpa, men med något högre brus och kontrast jämfört med bilder tagna med maskinen (arbete I).
Simuleringsrutinen användes för att undersöka bildinsamlingar med olika vinkelomfång, bildfördelningar och dosfördelningar. Insamling med hög central dosfördelning medförde sämre synlighet av simulerade mikroförkalkningar än insamling med mer jämna dosfördelningar, medan ett bredare vinkelomfång ökade upplösningen i djupled (arbete II).

En metod för att lokalisera tät bröstvävnad i rekonstruerade bildvolymer verifierades med hjälp av simuleringsmetoden (arbete III). Nyutvecklad programvara användes för att på ett automatiskt och objektivt sätt uppskatta bröttäthet i brösttomosyntes med liknande resultat som i mammografi (arbete IV). Utifrån bröstfantom baserade på rekonstruerade bildvolymer kunde stråldosan uppskattas för olika mängder och fördelningar av tät bröstvävnad (arbete V).

Den framtagna simuleringsrutinen är ett användbart verktyg för optimering av insamlingsparametrar och uppskattning av stråldos i brösttomosyntes. Metoden skulle kunna utvecklas för fortsatt utvärdering av bildinsamlingen och beräkning av individuell stråldos till människor.
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1. Introduction and aims

They say, *Find a purpose in your life and live it. But, sometimes, it is only after you have lived that you recognize your life had a purpose, and likely one you never had in mind.*

Khaled Hosseini, *And the Mountains Echoed*

Breast cancer is the most common type of cancer among women and more than 8000 individuals are diagnosed each year in Sweden (Socialstyrelsen 2013, Socialstyrelsen 2018). Early detection, diagnosis, and treatment are important for the prognosis, and population-based breast cancer screening programmes have been established in many countries (Giordano *et al.* 2012, Socialstyrelsen 2014, Socialstyrelsen 2015). Today’s standard examination method is digital mammography (DM), in which low-energy X-rays are used to generate two-dimensional (2D) images of the compressed breast. Not all breast cancers are detected in DM images (Laming *et al.* 2000), largely due to the superposition of breast tissue, which may hide suspicious findings. Another problem is that the tissue superposition may produce false positive findings. Breast imaging can also be performed with ultrasound, computed tomography (CT), or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), but none of these modalities have outcompeted DM in screening. However, one imaging technique that might complement or replace DM in future screening programmes is breast tomosynthesis (BT). In BT, an X-ray technique similar to DM, a set of projection images is acquired over a limited angular range and used to reconstruct a volume of slice images. This provides additional information in the third dimension, reducing the problems of breast tissue superposition and increasing cancer detection (Ciatto *et al.* 2013, Skaane *et al.* 2013, Lång *et al.* 2016).

BT image acquisition includes many possible combinations of acquisition parameters, such as angular range, number of projection images, and dose distribution among the projection images (Tingberg *et al.* 2011, Sechopoulosa 2013, Poplack 2014). For optimal performance and best clinical outcome, these parameters have to be optimized based on the visibility of breast cancer lesions. Investigating the influence of acquisition parameters on image quality by constructing prototype systems is time-consuming and expensive. Another way of
performing these analyses is with computer simulations (Raeside 1976), in which the parameters may be changed arbitrarily without physical prototype construction or exposing test subjects to radiation.

In addition to increased cancer detection, the reconstructed BT volume could provide information about the distribution of dense tissue within the breast. This is of interest because DM and BT involve ionizing radiation, and the amount and distribution of glandular (dense) tissue affects the radiation dose (Dance et al. 2000, Dance et al. 2005, Zankl et al. 2005, Porras-Chaverri et al. 2012, Sechopoulos et al. 2012, Geeraert et al. 2015). The breast is a radiosensitive organ, and the radiation dose, even though low, should be assessed accurately in order to minimize the risk of inducing cancer (ICRP 2007). By using computer simulations and software breast phantoms, the absorbed dose to glandular tissue can be estimated in a way that is not possible with physical phantoms (Dance et al. 2005, Zankl et al. 2005, Sechopoulos et al. 2012, Geeraert et al. 2015). If software phantoms can be generated based on BT volumes, simulations of individual glandular dose could be performed.

The overall aim of this thesis was to develop a simulation procedure for optimizing image acquisition and estimating individual glandular dose in BT.

The specific aims were:

- to develop and validate a simulation procedure for the generation of BT projection images (Paper I);
- to investigate the influence of angular range, distribution of projection images, and dose distribution on the visibility of simulated microcalcifications (Paper II);
- to verify a method for localizing dense breast tissue using volumetric breast density (VBD) assessment and reconstructed BT volumes (Paper III);
- to compare quantitative estimates of VBD based on BT projection images to estimates based on DM images in a large screening cohort (Paper IV); and
- to evaluate a method for estimating glandular dose using software breast phantoms based on reconstructed BT volumes (Paper V).
2. Background

*I don't love studying. I hate studying. I like learning. Learning is beautiful.*

Natalie Portman

Breast cancer and mammography

Through the Swedish breast cancer screening programme, women aged 40 to 74 years are invited for regular DM exams (Socialstyrelsen 2014). DM is also used when women are referred for examination due to clinical symptoms, such as lumps, changes in size or shape, and skin or nipple changes, and there is a suspicion of cancer.

Standard DM is a well-established method for examining the breast with the purpose of detecting and diagnosing breast cancer early. The procedure uses low-energy X-rays to generate 2D images of the compressed breast (Figure 1).

![Images of mammograms](image)

*Figure 1.*

DM screening includes craniocaudal (CC) and mediolateral oblique (MLO) views of the right (R) and left (L) breast. In a clinical examination in which cancer is suspected, the lateromedial (LM) view is also included (not shown).

During the image reading, a radiologist searches for different types of suspicious findings in the breast, such as microcalcifications, masses, or other structures that
could be signs of cancer (Figure 2). If cancer is suspected, the clinical work-up includes palpation, further imaging with DM, ultrasound in most cases, and MRI in some cases. If the cancer suspicion remains, fine-needle aspiration (involving cytopathology) or core-needle biopsy (involving histopathology) is performed to establish a final diagnosis. In case of a negative result, follow-up in the form of extra DM or ultrasound examinations can be performed if deemed necessary.

![Figure 2. Examples of suspicious findings in DM images. A cluster of microcalcifications (left) and a spiculated soft tissue mass (right).](image)

**Breast density**

DM images are based on the variations in X-ray attenuation of the tissues within the breast (Johns et al. 1987). Adipose tissue has a lower density and attenuation and appears dark, whereas glandular and connective tissue have higher densities and appear bright in DM images (Figure 3). The sensitivity (proportion of true positive findings) of DM has been shown to be lower and the cancer incidence higher for women with higher amounts of dense tissue (Boyd et al. 2010, Boyd et al. 2011, Olsson et al. 2014). Consequently, breast density could be used as a basis for risk scoring and possible stratification of women for different screening strategies (Howell et al. 2014, Evans et al. 2015).

Breast density, or the proportion of the breast that consists of dense tissue, is typically expressed as a percentage of the breast area or volume (Yaffe 2008). The value can be estimated qualitatively through different classification systems based on a visual assessment of the breast’s radiological appearance (Wolfea 1976, Wolfeb 1976, Gram et al. 1997, Boyd et al. 2011, D’Orsi et al. 2013), or quantitatively using computer-assisted methods based on the thresholding of grey level values in the image (Byng et al. 1994, Hartman et al. 2008, Highnam et al. 2010, Geeraert et al. 2014). Qualitative measurements, such as Breast Imaging - Reporting and Data System (BI-RADS) scoring (D’Orsi et al. 2013), are subjective and associated with
inter-observer variability (Ciatto et al. 2005). However, they take tissue patterns and potential masking effects into account, which is important in risk assessment. Quantitative methods have not yet been fully developed for overall risk assessment, but they offer objective estimates of breast density, which could also be useful in breast dosimetry.

Figure 3.
DM images of breasts with different breast densities, from low (left) to high (right).

Breast dosimetry in mammography

The breast is a radiosensitive organ and mammographic X-ray exposure is associated with an increased cancer risk (ICRP 2007). The vast majority of women participating in breast cancer screening are healthy, and some are relatively young. Therefore, even though the radiation doses associated with DM are low, the absorbed dose to the breast is routinely estimated as part of optimizing the procedure and minimizing the risk of inducing cancer.

The European (Zoetelief et al. 1996, Perry et al. 2008), UK (Fitzgerald et al. 1989, Moore et al. 2005), and IAEA (IAEA 2007) protocols present similar methods for breast dosimetry, in which the mean glandular dose for DM, $MGD_{DM}$, is estimated as Equation 1:

$$MGD_{DM} = K \cdot g \cdot c \cdot s$$

(1)

where $K$ is the incident air kerma measured at the upper surface of the breast, and the conversion factors $g$, $c$, and $s$ have been derived from computer simulations (Dance 1990, Dance et al. 2000, Dance et al. 2009). The $g$-factor converts the incident air kerma to mean glandular dose for the standard breast and is tabulated based on breast thickness and half-value layer (HVL; mm Al). The $c$-factor corrects
for breasts with different amounts of glandular tissue (breast density) and is tabulated based on breast thickness and HVL for two age groups, assuming age as an indicator of glandularity (Dance et al. 2000). The s-factor corrects for X-ray spectra with different anode and filter materials and is tabulated for different combinations. The standard breast (Figure 4) is used for the computer simulations, but the incident air kerma is measured to a PMMA phantom for practical reasons (Fitzgerald et al. 1989, Dance 1990).

Figure 4.
Cross-sections of the standard breast model with the shape of a 4.5-cm-thick half-cylinder with 16 cm diameter. The phantom has a central region composed of a 50/50 mixture of adipose and glandular tissue and a 0.5-cm-thick outer region of adipose tissue.

Figure 5.
A reconstructed BT volume acquired in the MLO view (left) and examples of suspicious findings in BT slice images (right): soft tissue mass (top) and a cluster of microcalcifications (bottom).
Breast tomosynthesis

Standard DM images are 2D representations of the three-dimensional (3D) breast. This results in superposition of breast tissue, which may reduce the visibility of lesions (decreased sensitivity) or produce false positive findings when two or more normal structures are superimposed (decreased specificity). To obtain additional information in the third dimension and reduce the problem of superimposed tissue, BT has been introduced as an alternative or complement to standard DM in breast cancer screening (Tingberg et al. 2011, Poplack 2014, Lång et al. 2016). In BT, low-energy X-rays are used to acquire multiple projection images of the breast over a limited angular range. These images are then reconstructed into a volume of slice images (Figure 5).

Image acquisition

BT image acquisition (Figure 6) can be performed in different ways due to the many possible variations in system geometry and exposure parameters. The BT system can have a narrow or wide angular range, a fixed detector or a detector that rotates with the X-ray tube, and continuous or pulsed (step-and-shoot) exposure delivery (Tingberg et al. 2011). Other possible variables are the number of projection images, distribution of projection images, and dose distributions among the projection images (Figure 7).

Generally, the above-mentioned factors can not be varied for a specific BT system, whereas tube voltage, which determines the X-ray spectrum, and radiation exposure (i.e., the number of emitted photons) can be chosen manually or selected automatically by the machine. In clinical use, the tube voltage is determined based on the breast thickness and the radiation exposure through the automatic exposure control (AEC) to generate images with the desired image quality.

The geometry of the BT system and the exposure parameters will more or less affect the image quality of the reconstructed image volume (Sechopoulosa 2013). In order to achieve acceptable image quality for the detection of lesions, such as microcalcifications and soft tissue masses, these properties have to be optimized. Manufacturers may choose different solutions based on their technology and compromise between clinical outcome, radiation dose, and recommended guidelines.

Though the acquisition conditions limit the amount of information collected about the breast, the reconstruction method and additional processes (e.g., artefact reduction algorithms) will influence image volume characteristics, such as resolution, noise properties, and artefact appearance (Sechopoulosb 2013).
Figure 6.
In BT, the X-ray source moves over a limited angular range while projection images of the breast are acquired by the detector. The breast is compressed between the support and compression plate to immobilize it, reducing motion artefacts, separate structures in the breast, which is especially important in 2D DM, and reduce and equalize the breast thickness, which reduces the effects of scattered radiation, reduces the radiation dose, and enhances the image contrast (Perry et al. 2008).

Figure 7.
Examples of variable acquisition parameters for BT. Angular range (1), number of projection images (2), distribution of projection images (3), and dose distribution (4).
Breast dosimetry in breast tomosynthesis

The mean glandular dose for BT, $MGD_{BT}$, has been proposed to be estimated using the same protocols as DM, with the addition of conversion factors unique to the BT system used (Equation 2):

$$MGD_{BT} = K_T \cdot g \cdot c \cdot s \cdot T$$

where $K_T$ is the incident air kerma measured at the upper surface of the breast for projection angle 0°, but with the total exposure for the examination. The factors $g$, $c$, and $s$ are defined in the same way as in Equation 1. The $T$-factor corrects for BT systems with different acquisition geometries and is tabulated based on breast thickness and BT system (Dance et al. 2010).

Monte Carlo simulation in X-ray imaging

The outcome of different combinations of BT system geometries and acquisition parameters could be investigated by constructing prototype systems and examining patients or volunteers, but this is time-consuming, expensive, and would involve radiation exposure to multiple test subjects. Another way to perform these analyses is by using computer simulations, which allow the design and acquisition parameters to be altered arbitrarily without physical prototype construction and radiation exposure to humans.

Radiation transport in matter has been studied for a long time. When photons and charge particles with substantial energy, such as electrons and positrons, penetrate matter, multiple interactions occur in which energy is transferred to the atoms and molecules of the material and secondary particles are produced. Theoretical studies of radiation transport are based on the Boltzmann transport equation, which can be solved analytically only under very limited conditions (Harris 1971). With the development and availability of computers, Monte Carlo simulation methods have become an alternative stochastic approach to solving the transport equation and handling radiation transport problems (Berger 1963, Jenkins et al. 1988).

Monte Carlo methods are used to solve complex physical or mathematical problems when analytical methods are lacking or too complicated to implement (Raeside 1976). The techniques are based on computational algorithms using stochastic elements to obtain a numerical result. In a Monte Carlo simulation, the sampling of a random number is repeated to reproduce the behaviour of a system or phenomenon (the name refers to gambling at the Monte Carlo Casino).
When simulating radiation transport, the track (or history) of a particle is viewed as a combination of random flights that end with interaction events in which the particle changes direction, loses energy, and sometimes produces secondary particles. The random variables that characterize a flight are the distance between successive interactions, type of interaction, energy loss, angular deflection, and initial state of any secondary particles. By repeated sampling of these variables (from probability distributions determined by interaction mechanisms), flights are generated and particle histories built up. By generating a large enough number of histories, quantitative information about the particle transport may be obtained. The random nature of Monte Carlo methods leads to statistical uncertainties in the achieved result, but the uncertainties can be reduced by increasing the number of simulated histories, which increases the computation time.

The probability distribution functions of the random variables (i.e., travelled distance, type of interaction, energy loss, angular deflection, and secondary particles) are determined by the differential cross-sections of the interaction mechanisms. As the most accurate differential cross-sections available are given in numerical form, extensive databases are incorporated in the advanced Monte Carlo codes.

Monte Carlo simulation of photon transport in complex geometries has been the subject of many studies (Hayward et al. 1954, Zerby 1963, Berger et al. 1972, Chan et al. 1983, Ljungberg et al. 1989). For photons in the energy range of 50 eV up to 1 GeV, the dominant interaction processes are the photoelectric effect (photoelectric absorption), coherent (Rayleigh) scattering, incoherent (Compton) scattering, and electron-positron pair production (Hubbell et al. 1980, Hubbell 1982, Seltzer 1993) (Figure 8).

In photoelectric absorption, a photon of energy \( E \) and direction angle \( \theta \) is absorbed by the target atom, which moves into an excited state and emits an electron with energy \( E_e \) and direction angle \( \theta_e \). Fluorescence may occur when the atom returns to its ground state. Rayleigh scattering is the process in which the incident photon \( (E, \theta) \) is scattered by a bound atomic electron without excitation of the target atom. The scattered photon has the same energy \( E \) but a new direction angle \( \theta' \). In Compton scattering, the incident photon \( (E, \theta) \) interacts with an electron in the target atom. The photon is absorbed, a new photon \( (E', \theta') \) is emitted, and the electron recoils with energy \( E_e \) and direction angle \( \theta_e \). Lastly, electron-positron pair production may occur if the photon \( (E, \theta) \) has an energy >1.022 MeV (twice the electron rest energy). The photon passes near the nucleus (or an electron) of the target atom and is absorbed, and an electron \( (E_e, \theta_e) \) and positron \( (E_p, \theta_p) \) are created.

The probability of the different interactions occurring depends on the atomic number \( (Z) \) of the material and the photon energy. For the X-ray energies in DM and BT (up to \( \sim 35 \) keV), photoelectric absorption and Compton scattering are the
dominant interaction mechanisms in low Z materials, such as tissue (electron-positron pair production does not occur).

**Figure 8.**
Basic photon interactions with matter. A photon with energy $E$ and direction angle $\theta$ incident from the left at a target atom (green). The interactions involve absorption, energy loss, angular deflection, and/or production of secondary particles.
3. Simulation procedure

When you realize there is something you don't understand, then you're generally on the right path to understanding all kinds of things.

Jostein Gaarder, The Solitaire Mystery

A Monte Carlo simulation procedure was developed to investigate the acquisition geometry of a BT system. The procedure, which is described in this chapter and further in Paper I, uses a combination of analytical ray tracing, Monte Carlo simulation, and measured values from flat field image acquisitions to generate BT projection images of software breast phantoms (Figure 9). The simulation procedure can also be used to estimate local energy deposition in glandular tissue to calculate absorbed glandular dose.

Figure 9.
Generation of BT projection images of software phantoms. The developed simulation procedure uses analytical ray tracing to model primary photons, Monte Carlo simulation to model scatter contribution, and flat field image acquisitions to estimate noise and system properties. The energy deposition in glandular tissue is scored during the Monte Carlo simulation step.
Monte Carlo program: PENELOPE

Several Monte Carlo code packages are available for simulations in diagnostic medical imaging research. EGSnrc (Rogers et al. 1995, Kawrakow 2000), GEANT4 (Agostinelli et al. 2003, Allison et al. 2006), MCNPX (Pelowitz et al. 2011), and PENELOPE (Sempau et al. 1997, Salvat et al. 2001, Sempau et al. 2003) are four commonly used and well-established packages that are continuously being developed. For the purpose of simulating BT image acquisition and absorbed dose, the PENELOPE code package was chosen based on its currently free and open software, which is applicable down to very low energies, and the implemented image detector necessary for image generation. In addition, the PENELOPE code package is well documented and actively maintained. (The choice of this Monte Carlo package does not mean that other packages would have been less suited for the task.)

To operate PENELOPE and its subroutines, a main program is used together with input files describing the geometry, material characteristics, and simulation parameters as described below.

Main program and execution platform

The developed simulation procedure utilizes the simulation tool penEasy Imaging2 (version 2010-09-02), an extension of the penEasy main program (version 2008-06-15) (Sempau et al. 2011). It uses the atomic physics modelling subroutines from PENELOPE 2006. At the moment, the source code and documentation of penEasy Imaging are open and free and can be obtained at the website http://code.google.com/p/peneasy-imaging.

The simulations are executed in a UNIX environment (64-bit Ubuntu 11.10) on a personal computer with an Intel Core i7-3960X 3.30 GHz processor and 64 GB RAM. The six core CPU allows for up to 12 simulations to be run simultaneously through 12 virtual cores, and the relatively large RAM was necessary for the large data files describing the software phantoms.

Geometry and material definition

The objects in the simulation geometry are stated in a separate text file as homogenous bodies limited by quadric surfaces. The geometry can be visualized

---

2 penEasy Imaging was developed at the U. S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Center for Devices and Radiological Health, Office of Science and Engineering Laboratories, Division of Imaging and Applied Mathematics.
using gview2d (Figure 10), a Microsoft Windows software tool included in the PENEOPE distribution. To describe bodies of inhomogeneous material or arbitrary free-form objects, such as anatomic structures, voxel geometries are used (see section: Software breast phantom). The simulation geometry may be described by quadrics only, by voxels only, or through a combination in which a material in the quadric geometry is made transparent for the voxel geometry.

![Figure 10. A box-shaped phantom (material 1) between the compression plate (material 2) and the support plate (material 3) above the image detector (material 4). Front view (left) and side view (right) displayed by the auxiliary program gview2d. A material, such as material 1, may be made transparent and replaced with a voxel geometry.](image)

The required physical information for each material present in the simulation geometry (Table 1) is read from a material data file. The material files are most easily prepared by the auxiliary program MATERIAL, which is included in the distribution package. In addition to the 280 predefined materials, arbitrary materials can be prepared by entering the necessary information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OBJECT</th>
<th>MATERIAL</th>
<th>DENSITY (g/cm³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Compression plate</td>
<td>PET</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block phantom</td>
<td>PMMA</td>
<td>1.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support plate</td>
<td>Graphite</td>
<td>1.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surrounding air</td>
<td>Air, dry (near sea level)</td>
<td>0.001205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aluminium foil</td>
<td>Aluminium</td>
<td>2.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold disc</td>
<td>Gold</td>
<td>19.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adipose tissue</td>
<td>Adipose tissue (Snyder et al. 1975)</td>
<td>0.920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glandular tissue</td>
<td>Glandular tissue (Woodard et al. 1986)</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooper's ligaments</td>
<td>Glandular tissue (Woodard et al. 1986)</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin</td>
<td>Skin (Snyder et al. 1975)</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microcalcifications</td>
<td>Calcium oxalate (Fandos-Morera et al. 1988, Shaheen et al. 2011)</td>
<td>2.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft tissue mass</td>
<td>Glandular tissue (Woodard et al. 1986)</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Simulation parameters

The parameters controlling the simulation are specified in the input data file. Important parameters are number of simulated histories (emitted particles), simulation time, source model, geometry and material files, scored quantities (e.g., energy deposition), and variance reduction methods (not applied in the presented simulation procedure).

The simulation is limited by the number of histories or simulation time, whichever comes first. This has a large impact on simulation results and should be large enough to yield low statistical uncertainties in the scored quantities (Figure 11 and Figure 12).

![Graph](image)

**Figure 11.**
ROI measurements of scatter contribution in radiographic images (45 mm PMMA, pixel size 0.5×0.5 mm²) simulated with different numbers of histories. For a large ROI of 50 mm, the mean pixel value is almost constant for the simulated histories. For smaller ROIs, the number of simulated histories should be higher to yield a low uncertainty in the result. Note that the y-axis does not include zero.
In addition to the subroutines of penEasy, an extra source model, penEasy_Imaging, offers a tally for the generation of radiographic images. For the generation of BT projection images, this tally is used in two ways. To estimate the contribution from primary photons (photons reaching the detector without undergoing any interactions), scatter- and noise-free images are generated through analytical ray tracing. Nine rays are directed at each detector pixel and the output image presented in eV/cm² per history, scaled by the probability of particle emission within the solid angle covering each pixel. To estimate the contribution from scattered photons (Rayleigh, Compton, and multiple scattered photons), the energy deposition (eV/cm² per history) in each detector pixel is scored separately for primary and scattered particles thorough Monte Carlo simulation.
Modelled breast tomosynthesis system

The simulation procedure was designed to generate projection images from a MAMMOMAT Inspiration BT system (Siemens Healthcare GmbH, Forchheim, Germany).

**Acquisition geometry and X-ray spectra**

The modelled BT system (Figure 13) acquires 25 projection images over an angular range of 50 degrees. Continuous tube motion over a 20 s scan time, with an approximate 100 ms exposure time per projection, results in a focal spot movement of 2.7 mm in the direction of the tube motion (Figure 14). System-specific photon energy spectra for tube voltages between 25 and 32 kV and W/Rh anode/filter combination are used in the simulations (Boone 1998) (Figure 15).

![Figure 13. Geometry of the modelled BT system. The centre of rotation is placed at the chest wall side 60.85 cm below the X-ray source and 3 cm above the support plate.](image)
Figure 14.
Ray-traced projection images of an aluminium strip with gold discs (small part of a CDMAM phantom) showing the effect of 2.7-mm focal spot movement in the direction of the tube motion. While Monte Carlo simulation is performed for an extended source, ray tracing is performed for a point source. To take the focal spot movement into account in the ray tracing, the latter was performed for five source positions spread over 2.7 mm for each projection angle.

Figure 15.
Examples of system-specific photon energy spectra for W/Rh anode/filter combination. While Monte Carlo simulation is performed for a whole spectrum, ray tracing is performed for only one photon energy. To take the photon energy spectrum into account in the ray tracing, the latter was performed for 10 photon energies.
The BT system has a solid-state detector comprising 0.2-mm-thick amorphous selenium with a pixel size of $85 \times 85 \, \mu m^2$. In the simulation procedure, the detector is modelled as a perfect energy integrating detector (Smans et al. 2010). The noise contribution is estimated from flat field images acquired under conditions similar to the simulation conditions (i.e., dose level, tube voltage, and homogenous phantom material and thickness) (Svalkvist et al. 2010). For a simulated image, the normalized noise power spectrum of the corresponding flat field image is used to generate a noise image with the same frequency components but a random appearance. The noise image is corrected for local dose variations in the simulated image by estimating the standard deviation as a function of the mean value from flat field images (Figure 16).

![Graph showing the standard deviation as a function of the mean value of a centrally positioned ROI for flat field images acquired at different dose levels using the same tube voltage (28 kV) and PMMA thickness (45 mm).](image)

**Figure 16.**
The standard deviation as a function of the mean value of a centrally positioned ROI for flat field images acquired at different dose levels using the same tube voltage (28 kV) and PMMA thickness (45 mm).

**Reconstruction method**

Different methods can be used to reconstruct BT volumes from the simulated projection images. The previous standard reconstruction method, standard filtered back-projection (FBP) (Lauritsch et al. 1998, Mertelmeier et al. 2006, Orman et al. 2006), is being replaced by super-resolution reconstruction with statistical artefact reduction (SRSAR or Siemens EMPIRE) (Abdurahman et al. 2012, Abdurahman et al. 2014). Instead of using a slice-thickness filter (Mertelmeier et al. 2006, Orman et al. 2006), SRSAR reconstructs the volume into very thin slices and removes artefacts using an outlier detection algorithm. To reduce the increased image noise, the thin slices are collapsed into thicker slices, after which an iterative edge and microcalcification-preserving filtering scheme is applied.
Software breast phantom

The breast software model used in the simulation procedure was developed at the University of Pennsylvania (Bakic et al. 2011). The breast phantom contains voxels with values representing skin, Cooper's ligament, glandular tissue, adipose tissue, and surrounding air (Figure 17). By changing the voxel values, the phantom is modified into different glandularities and distributions of glandular tissue. Lesions, such as microcalcifications, can be inserted following the same procedure.

![Figure 17](image)

**Figure 17.** Axial and mid-sagittal cross-sections of the software breast phantom. The modelled breast compressed for the MLO view with a size of $25.90 \times 8.05$ cm$^2$ and a compressed breast thickness of $6.37$ cm (left). A number of compartments are filled with glandular tissue (middle) and the phantom modified to contain heterogeneous regions of adipose and glandular tissue (right).

Breast density estimation

For software phantoms, the breast composition is known and the breast density (or glandularity) can be calculated easily as the ratio between the amount of glandular tissue and the total amount of breast tissue (by volume or weight and with or without the skin). For screening or clinical cases, in which the details about the individual breast composition is not known, there are methods for estimating breast density from the central BT projection image similarly to DM (van Engeland et al. 2006,

For the BT system modelled in the simulation procedure, prototype software (Siemens VBDA 1.3.0, not commercially available) is being developed (Fieselmann et al. 2016). To estimate volumetric breast density (VBD), a physics model of the image acquisition process is used with the assumption that the breast consists of fatty and glandular tissue with known energy-dependent X-ray attenuation values. The amount of glandular tissue located above each detector pixel is calculated and compiled into a 2D density map (Figure 18), from which the total amount of glandular tissue and VBD are estimated. The model also addresses the masking effect of soft tissue masses for dense tissue areas to mimic the qualitative BI-RADS scoring (D’Orsi et al. 2013).

Figure 18.
Examples of DM images (left) and corresponding breast density maps (right) (kindly provided by Andreas Fieselmann, Siemens Healthcare GmbH, Forchheim, Germany). Note that the figure shows processed DM images while the VBDA software (Fieselmann et al. 2016) is applied to unprocessed images.
4. Paper summaries

The developed simulation procedure (Chapter 3: Simulation procedure) was validated in Paper I. In Paper II, the procedure was used to investigate the influence of different acquisition schemes on the visibility of simulated microcalcifications in reconstructed BT volumes. In Paper III, the procedure was used to verify a method for localising glandular tissue using BT data. Breast density based on BT images, which is important for dense tissue localization and glandular dose estimates, was estimated in Paper IV by prototype software and compared to estimates based on DM images. In Paper V, a method for estimating glandular dose using the developed simulation procedure and software breast phantoms based on reconstructed BT volumes was evaluated.

Paper I

*Validation of a simulation procedure for generating breast tomosynthesis projection images*

In Paper I, the simulation procedure was validated by comparing contrast and sharpness in simulated images to real images acquired with the modelled BT system. The validation method included contrast detail test objects used in routine quality control of DM and BT systems (Elangovan *et al.* 2014).

To compare contrast, a square piece of aluminium foil was imaged with PMMA thicknesses of 30 to 70 mm and AEC, corresponding to tube voltages from 27 to 31 kV and various exposures. The same conditions were used when generating BT projection images with the simulation procedure. The signal-difference-to-noise ratio (SDNR) for aluminium and background was calculated and compared for the real and simulated projection images. In addition, the normalized noise power spectrum (NNPS) was measured to compare image noise.

To compare sharpness, the degradation of contrast with object size was estimated from a small part of a CDMAM phantom containing an aluminium strip with gold discs of different sizes (Warren *et al.* 2013). The test object was placed on top of and below 45 mm of PMMA and imaged at 29 kV and a high exposure setting. The same conditions were used in the simulation. The contrast degradation factor (CDF)
was calculated for seven disc sizes in the real and simulated reconstructed image volumes (Elangovan et al. 2014).

The SDNR was found to be higher in the simulated projection images for all PMMA thicknesses. Though the background values showed good agreement, the signal values (aluminium region) were consistently lower in the simulated images. The NNPS indicated a good relationship between noise properties and a moderate agreement of noise levels. The CDF data showed good agreement for real and simulated reconstructed images.

In conclusion, the results of the validation indicated that the simulation procedure can be used to generate BT images with realistic sharpness but higher image noise and contrast than experimentally acquired images.

**Paper II**

*Monte Carlo simulation of breast tomosynthesis: visibility of microcalcifications at different acquisition schemes*

The purpose of Paper II was to investigate the influence of BT acquisitions with different angular ranges, projection distributions, and dose distributions on the visibility of simulated microcalcifications in reconstructed image volumes.

Microcalcifications (150×150×150 μm³) were inserted at 100 random positions in a high-resolution software breast phantom (Bakic et al. 2011) and the simulation procedure used to generate BT projection images with 10 different acquisition schemes (Figure 19). The projection images were used to reconstruct image volumes with the new SRSAR reconstruction method. For comparison purposes, the volume of the standard acquisition scheme (50°, uniform dose) was also reconstructed using the previous standard reconstruction method, standard FBP.

To evaluate the contrast (in-plane visibility) and depth resolution, the SDNR and artefact spread function width (ASFW) of the microcalcifications were calculated for the different acquisition schemes. The standard FBP reconstruction of the standard acquisition (50°, uniform dose) yielded significantly lower mean SDNR (i.e., lower contrast) and higher mean ASFW (i.e., lower depth resolution) than the reconstructions made with SRSAR. The mean SDNR was significantly lower for the acquisition schemes with very high central dose than for the acquisition schemes with more uniform dose distributions. The mean ASFW was lowest for the acquisition schemes with an angular range of 50° and increased with narrower angular ranges. Ten out of the 100 microcalcifications were not discernible in all reconstructed volumes and were excluded from the ASFW estimates.
The conclusion of the study was that none of the evaluated acquisition schemes yielded higher SDNR or depth resolution for simulated microcalcifications than the standard acquisition scheme (50° angular range, uniform projection and dose distribution). Furthermore, the new SRSAR reconstruction method outperformed standard FPB in both SDNR and depth resolution.

**Figure 19.**
The investigated acquisition schemes had different angular ranges, projection distributions, and dose distributions. All schemes included 25 projections and a total exposure of 127 mAs. For an angular range of 50° and 25°, the projections were evenly distributed with an angular increment of 2° and 1°, respectively. These projection distributions were evaluated for uniform dose (5.1 mAs/projection), intermediate central dose (10.1 versus 3.8 mAs/projection), high central dose (12.7 versus 3.2 mAs/projection), and very high central dose (63.4 versus 2.6 mAs/projection). For an angular range of 42° and 34°, the outer projections had a 2° increment and the central projections a 1° increment. These projection distributions were only evaluated for a uniform dose distribution (5.1 mAs/projection).

**Paper III**

*Volumetric localisation of dense breast tissue using breast tomosynthesis data*

**Paper III** combined data from the reconstructed BT volume and density estimation from the central projection images in order to localize the dense tissue. To verify the method, the simulation procedure was used to generate BT projection images of software breast volumes.

Five binary software volumes with random, breast tissue-like structures were generated based on fractal Perlin noise (Dustler et al. 2015) and BT projection images simulated. With the assumption that the breast consists of two tissue types (fatty and dense tissue) with different attenuation properties, the amount of dense tissue could be estimated from the central BT projection image (van Engeland et al. 2006). For each of the five phantoms, a BT volume was reconstructed and scaled to the size of the original breast phantom. Based on the density map and the voxel
intensities, the voxels were assigned as dense or fatty, creating a binary volume similar to the original phantom.

The recreated phantom was compared to the corresponding original phantom in regards to the amount of dense tissue and number of correctly assigned voxels. The mean volumetric density estimated for the recreated phantoms was $77 \pm 12\%$ of the original volumetric density, and the mean proportion of accurately localized voxels was $75 \pm 5\%$. From this result, the amount and location of dense tissue within the breast can be approximately estimated using BT data.

Paper IV

Comparison between software volumetric breast density estimates in breast tomosynthesis and digital mammography images in a large public screening cohort

In Paper IV, software estimates of VBD based on central BT projection images were compared to estimates based on DM images in a large screening cohort. The VBD estimates were also compared to BI-RADS (D’Orsi et al. 2013) density scores made by radiologists.

DM and BT images for 9909 women from the Malmö Breast Tomosynthesis Screening Trial (MBTST) (Lång et al. 2016) were analysed retrospectively by prototype software (Siemens VBDA 1.3.0, not commercially available) (Fieselmann et al. 2016) to estimate VBD. For BT, the VBD was estimated using the central raw projection image for the MLO view. For DM, the VBD was estimated using the raw image for the MLO and CC view. BI-RADS density scoring based on the DM images had been performed as a part of the MBTST. The VBD was compared between one-view BT (MLO) and two-view DM (MLO and CC) and to the radiologists’ BI-RADS density scores.

VBD was estimated to be slightly higher in DM images than in BT images, but there was a high correlation between VBD in DM and BT. The distribution of density categories differed slightly between software calculations in DM and BT, but there was substantial agreement. Furthermore, there was moderate agreement between the radiologists’ BI-RADS scores in DM and software density categories in DM and BT.

The results indicated that the prototype software may be used for automatic and objective estimates of VBD in BT, with similar performance as DM. This is valuable for risk scoring and individualized screening purposes, especially if BT were to replace DM in breast cancer screening.
Paper V

*Breast dosimetry simulation using software phantoms and volumetric localization of glandular breast tissue from reconstructed breast tomosynthesis volumes*

The aim of Paper V was to evaluate a method for estimating glandular dose using software breast phantoms recreated from reconstructed BT volumes. The method included generation of BT projection images through the simulation procedure described in Paper I and volumetric localization of glandular tissue based on BT data.

A detailed software breast phantom (Bakic et al. 2011) was modified into 36 versions with different glandularities (10 or 15%) and distributions of glandular tissue (bottom, middle, or top). The simulation procedure was used to generate BT projection images of the phantoms, and BT volumes were reconstructed. The glandular tissue was segmented iteratively based on the glandularity of the corresponding original phantom by changing the threshold value while identifying the connected components in the BT volumes. The segmented image volumes were converted to voxel volumes with the same size and material values as the original breast phantoms. The simulation procedure was used to estimate the glandular dose per unit incident air kerma (for projection angle 0°) for the original and recreated breast phantoms.

Comparing the voxel values, 84 ± 5% of the glandular voxels in the recreated phantoms (mean value and standard deviation for the 36 phantoms) were placed within 1 mm of the glandular voxels in the original phantoms. The glandular dose per unit incident air kerma differed with glandular distribution (i.e., higher glandular dose for top distributions and lower dose for bottom distributions) for phantoms with both 10 and 15% glandularity. The overall accuracy was good for estimating glandular dose with breast phantoms recreated from reconstructed BT volumes. The mean relative differences between the original and recreated phantoms ranged from −0.15 ± 0.05 (15%, bottom) to 0.18 ± 0.13 (15%, top), but apart from three phantoms with 15% glandularity placed in the top of the breast, relative differences were less than 0.2 for all phantoms.

In conclusion, with access to BT volume and prior knowledge of glandularity, the glandular dose per incident air kerma was estimated with good overall accuracy for breast phantoms with different glandularities and glandular distributions. If the method was developed for human cases, it could be a useful tool for estimating individual glandular dose or other quantities related to breast dosimetry.
5. Discussion

Och under dagar som kom gjorde Ronja inget annat än aktade sej för det som var farligt och övade sej att inte vara rädd. Trilla i älven skulle hon akta sej för, hade Mattis sagt, därför skuttade hon med liv och lust på de hala stenarna vid älvkanten, där det brusade som allra värst. Inte kunde hon gå borta i skogen och akta sej för att trilla i älven. Skulle det vara någon nytta med det, så måste det ju ske vid forsarna och ingen annan stans.

Astrid Lindgren, Ronja Rövardotter

Evaluation of simulation procedure

The developed simulation procedure (Chapter 3: Simulation procedure) was validated in Paper I. The simulated BT projection images had realistic sharpness but higher contrast than the experimentally acquired images. Several possible causes for this are discussed in Paper I, and the simplification of the X-ray spectrum may be an important factor. As the ray tracing is a weighted mean of 10 photon energies instead of the entire spectrum, this could affect the signal in the image. Even though the SDNR values were substantially higher for simulated images than for real images, this increase could be traced to relatively small differences in signal values (up to 5%).

The procedure could probably be improved to generate images with SDNR and NNPS values more similar to those of real images. However, this is not necessarily desirable if it means a large increase in simulation time and/or cost. The projection images generated by the simulation procedure were considered realistic enough for relative quantitative assessments of image quality factors, such as contrast and SDNR, to evaluate acquisition parameters. The procedure could also be useful in developing methods for dense tissue localization and absorbed dose estimation, applications that do not rely strongly on the detailed image characteristics. For the images to be used for qualitative assessments and observer studies with radiologist readers, the realism of the breast phantom has to be considered. Even if there are methods for improving the realism of software phantoms (Dustler et al. 2015), the breast tissue background is not identical to that of a real breast. Therefore, it may
not yet be feasible to use simulated images for observer studies of detection and diagnostic accuracy.

Acquisition geometry of breast tomosynthesis

No consensus is currently available among BT manufacturers about the ideal acquisition geometry for breast cancer detection. One reason for this may be the fundamental difference in imaging characteristics between microcalcifications and soft tissue masses, both of which are common suspicious findings in breast cancer screening. Microcalcifications may be very small with high density and attenuation compared to breast tissue. Soft tissue masses are larger with almost the same attenuation properties as glandular tissue. Therefore, different approaches may be favourable for imaging different structures and manufacturers may aim to solve the same problem with different theories and methods, with patents as a limiting factor. The outcome is not only manufacturer- and technology-dependent, but also a compromise between image quality, radiation dose, and practice guidelines.

In Paper II, the simulation procedure was used to evaluate the visibility and depth resolution of microcalcifications for 10 BT acquisition schemes with different angular ranges, projection distributions, and dose distributions. The results showed that the acquisition schemes with very high central dose yielded significantly lower SDNR than the schemes with more uniform dose distributions, and the depth resolution increased with wider angular range. This agrees, to some extent, with earlier studies (Sechopoulosa 2013), but direct comparisons are difficult due to large differences in the study design.

Though there is more evidence to support that a wide angular range will favour the imaging of soft tissue lesions (Sechopoulosa 2013), it is not obvious that the same applies for small microcalcifications. A wider angular range increases the depth information and decreases superposition of the tissue, which may increase the contrast of structures within a slice image. However, microcalcifications often appear in clusters and detection might be aided by an increased slice thickness, resulting in more of the cluster being visible in the same slice image. Depending on the reconstruction method, the slice thickness can be varied.

The results of Paper II indicate that the standard acquisition scheme (50° angular range and uniform projection and dose distribution) is favourable the visualization of single 100-μm microcalcifications by the modelled BT system. This outcome may not be valid for microcalcifications of other sizes or for other BT systems. It is also clear from the investigation that the choice of reconstruction method is important for the measurement outcome. However, this does not necessarily limit the applicability of the results, as the choice of reconstruction method may not be
Critical for the optimization of acquisition parameters (Zeng et al. 2015, Zeng et al. 2017).

Localization of glandular tissue and estimation of breast density

If BT becomes the standard modality in breast cancer screening, the improved depth resolution can be used for more than improved cancer detection. For example, VBD assessment and 3D localization of dense breast tissue is important for improved lesion insertion methods to evaluate image quality and for estimating individual glandular dose more accurately.

The limited BT acquisition angle means that the depth resolution is much lower than the in-plane resolution, and BT slice image values are not convertible into Hounsfield units as in CT. In addition, the attenuation properties of adipose and glandular tissue are similar; therefore, it is challenging to segment and localize the dense breast tissue in the BT volume. However, the method described in Paper III could accurately localize approximately 75% of the voxels. The model included only a smaller volume of simulated breast tissue-like appearance and not a complete breast phantom with different structures and skin, but the result is still an indication that it is possible to estimate the location of dense tissue within the breast using BT data. As the method’s estimation of breast density was approximately 77% of the original amount, it could be argued that more voxels may be correctly localized if this estimation was improved.

In Paper IV, an automatic and objective way of estimating VBD in BT was evaluated relative to DM. The used software is valuable for improving methods of dense tissue localization, as well as risk scoring and individualized screening purposes, especially if BT is to replace DM in breast cancer screening. The evaluation did not include a comparison against true VBD values or the gold standard (presumably MRI). However, another evaluation using breast tissue equivalent phantoms has shown that the software accurately and reproducibly measures VBD (Fieselmann et al. 2018).

Assessment of individual glandular dose

With current dosimetry protocols (Fitzgerald et al. 1989, Zoetelief et al. 1996, Moore et al. 2005, IAEA 2007, Perry et al. 2008), the calculation of MGD does not take into account the individual glandularity (breast density or VBD) or glandular
distribution. Therefore, it may not provide a good measure of the individual radiation dose, which may be important as a basis for risk communication and possible future calculation of accumulated exposure. BT provides information on the tissue distribution in 3D and the reconstructed BT volume may be used for localization of glandular tissue (Paper III), whereas the central BT projection image may be used for estimating VBD (Paper IV). If this is incorporated in the calculation, better assessments of the individual glandular dose could be obtained.

**Paper V** indicated that the individual glandular dose (per unit incident air kerma) could be estimated using the simulation procedure and breast phantoms recreated from BT volumes. Although the simulation procedure involves several approximations, the 3D localization of glandular tissue was probably the main source of the discrepancies in glandular dose estimates. The segmentation is a challenging task due to the limited depth resolution and small attenuation differences between adipose and glandular tissue, and it may be even more challenging for human cases than software phantoms. However, tissue segmentation of reconstructed BT volumes has been performed in some studies (Vedantham *et al.* 2011, Geeraert 2014), and the methods will most likely benefit from future development in image processing.

**Future perspectives**

In future breast cancer screening programmes, BT may be the primary examination method. The presented simulation procedure (Paper I) has been a useful tool in optimizing image acquisition parameters and estimating glandular dose. With progress in modelling software breast phantoms and lesions, VBD assessment, and segmentation methods, the procedure could be used in further evaluations of the BT imaging chain, and perhaps in estimating individual glandular dose for human cases. More precisely, it could be of interest to use the simulation procedure to investigate other acquisition schemes than the ones included in Paper II (e.g., with different numbers of projection images) and for soft tissue masses, as well as microcalcifications of different sizes. The long-term goal of the glandular dose simulations (Paper V) would be to develop and optimize the method for human cases and implement it in a possible BT screening programme.
6. Conclusions

In this thesis, a simulation procedure for use in the optimization of image acquisition and estimation of individual glandular dose in BT was developed.

The conclusions, in accordance with the specific aims of this thesis, are:

- The developed simulation procedure can be used to generate BT images with realistic sharpness if higher image noise and contrast compared to experimentally acquired images are acceptable (Paper I).

- For simulated microcalcifications, image acquisitions with very high central dose yielded significantly lower SDNR than acquisitions with more uniform dose distributions, and depth resolution increased with wider angular range. Accordingly, none of the evaluated acquisitions outperformed acquisition with an angular range of 50° and uniform projection and dose distribution (Paper II).

- It appears to be possible to approximately quantify and locate dense tissue within the breast using reconstructed BT volumes (Paper III).

- With prototype software, automatic and objective estimates of VBD could be obtained based on BT with similar performance as DM (Paper IV).

- Using software breast phantoms recreated from reconstructed BT volumes, the glandular dose could be estimated with good overall accuracy for breast phantoms with different glandularities and glandular distributions (Paper V).
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